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In 1987, Dr. Goldman-Rakic (1987) described the circuitry of the

primate prefrontal cortex and its role in regulating behavior. This
landmark work contained less than one page of material about the
orbitofrontal subdivision of the prefrontal cortex, and only nine
articles published that year included the term “orbitofrontal.”1 Indeed,
the first attempts to gather the ideas in a special issue at that time was
titled “The Mysterious Orbitofrontal Cortex” (Schultz & Cavada,
2000). From this inauspicious beginning, our knowledge regarding
orbitofrontal function has grown exponentially; last year there were
714 articles published containing the term “orbitofrontal,” and our
understanding of this broad swath of cortex has arguably come to
eclipse that of any other prefrontal region.
The explosive interest in the orbitofrontal function and the

corresponding advance in our understanding reflects many factors,
but key among them is the central role the orbitofrontal cortex plays
in so many brain pathologies; orbitofrontal dysfunction has now
been implicated in most major neuropsychiatric disorders that
feature maladaptive or abnormal decision-making. This remarkable
fact speaks to the subtle yet ubiquitous nature of the functions now
being ascribed to this area. Additionally, the field has evolved a
tradition of advancing principled and highly testable hypotheses to
explain orbitofrontal functions, which aim to be independent of the
idiosyncratic features of any particular approach. This tradition has
fostered friendly interactions between groups in testing different
proposals.
This tradition of advancing strong hypotheses can be seen in early

work, which hypothesized a critical role for the orbitofrontal cortex

in adaptive or flexible responding due to an involvement in response
inhibition, associative learning, and the mobilization of internal
states. Current ideas can be directly traced from this lineage and
define a key role for the orbitofrontal cortex in model-based
behavioral guidance, inferential reasoning, and even cognitive
mapping. These themes are each well-represented in the current
volume, along with the latest trends, which include an increasing
focus on the discrete functions of subdivisions within the orbito-
frontal cortex as well as on the role these subdivisions play within
broader circuits.

This special issue, commissioned after the 4th Quadrennial
Meeting on Orbitofrontal Cortex Function held in Paris in
November of 2019 (https://ofc2019.sciencesconf.org/), is in-
tended to provide a snapshot of this ongoing transformation;
we hope that the ideas presented herein will provide a foundation
for the next stage in the evolution of our understanding of this
magical brain region.
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Editor’s Note. This is an introduction to the “Special Issue: The Magical
Orbitofrontal Cortex.” Please see the Table of Contents here: http://psycnet
.apa.org/journals/BNE/135/2/.—GS
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1 Numbers of published articles including the term “orbitofrontal” were
obtained from searches on PubMed in September 2007 and again in February
2021; note that PubMed adds articles over time, thus the numbers for past
years may change marginally as additional articles are indexed.
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